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Yemeni Arabic transcript: 

 
<@> اA. )'&% $#"  اDEFAات واA@&-ت B- اA<@> اخ#<=... 2> ;:$9% أ567 2-4$#3-ل 012/.- ا,+*اس )'&% $#" ود� ال: ج

G7/F@>( 7-س %H دروع س6*ة %H ،%&'( نD'2 ،روعDAه% ا %>A7- اD&+ يDE>Q#Aا )'&%  . ا/F@>( ا/@R( ت-&@Aا G7أ %&'( *S2> أآ
%>Aدرن ا/UAة دي ا*E0QAب ا-ESAت واW*XAزات ا/>@Aا %&'( Z(د-'Aب ا-ESAا %&'( ZE2*[Aب ا-ESA2'*ض ا,ز)-ءا %X;  ( ا/UU0

GE(ا ز/^E1(و G(6-دي ه. زHZE@'_ *Sأآ %>Aن . % ا-Uوآ :SB ن/`( -UA G7ا %H:SB <@>; a(أ bE@Aا %H Z>3$ :SB aF@>;-B ،
 زB-ن آ-7/ا )<@F/ا D2 %&'( . GU9'B� اaB ،d`fA زي زB-ن.  ز)U- ;`/ن Z+-Q2 Z>3$ ث/ب )'&% d(/e أو... 51H :SB زيث/ب

. رسU%)'&% اDAروع، اA<% ه/  
$#" اA@&-ت اfA@-ت؟: ل  
. A@&-ت اfA@-ت$#" ا: ج  
  )'&% أ+U-ره5 أرf+ Z'2* خf+ ZFU*؟$#" اA<% ه5 : ل
زB-ن؟ : ج  
اهG: ل  
)<@F/ا دروع 3R2 h`A-ة اiAواج وآD�UA  ... ،- آ-7/ااA Z@F&A-2 %&'( G#3_ %>A'-)<#% )'&% زB-نأآS* اDE3A)/ه-ت . أ)/� h`UB: ج

. اi&EXA، اFA*او)d اA'-د)Z واW*XAت و اDA� اA'-د)Z، )'&% اFA*او)d  اERA-ةثE-ب)j3</ا اسGU . اWن ,  
 

English translation:  

 
G: You can notice that in a party, especially in weddings I mean even… I mean even ladies and 
girls, the clothes are different. The traditional costume here is the dire’, I mean in Aden, there are 
party dire’s1 that people wear. But many girls like to wear westernized clothes like shirts and 
skirts and short dresses, they make things like these modern clothes that come in fashion shows.  
So these are the most popular. When there is a party at home, they don’t wear an elegant dress or 
a long dress like what you wear in a hall. I mean like this (they wear modern clothes), not like 
the days before. Before they were wearing mostly dire’s, which is the official [costume]. 
L: Even the young girls? 
G: Even the young girls. 
L: Even those who are fourteen or fifteen years old? 
G: Before? 
L: Aha. 
G: Yes, it’s possible. Most of the videos I saw for my family when they were… in the wedding 
parties they used to wear dire’s but now they don’t. They prefer casual clothes, I mean like jeans 
and skirts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Dire’: a one-piece dress that women wear in the south of Yemen. 
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